Telstra Cloud Sight allows you to simplify the management of your public cloud’s security, compliance, cost
optimisation, resource visibility and monitoring.
On Telstra Cloud Sight, you can:
 Create new cloud accounts that are compliant with industry standards and security best practices
 Keep track of your cloud costs and be alerted as you hit budget limits
 Continuously monitor compliance against a chosen blueprint and view compliance remediation
recommendations
 Create and maintain role-based user access to Telstra Cloud Sight across your organisation
For more details on how to use Telstra Cloud Sight, see the Telstra Cloud Sight user guide.
All fees are based on US dollar figures but you will be charged in your billing currency. Fees are exclusive of
taxes. Any applicable taxes will be added to the price and appear on your Telstra bill.

Australian account holders
For sales, account set-up enquiries and technical support, contact your Telstra representative or visit the Telstra
Cloud Sight page on our website where you’ll find all our contact details, a pricing guide, user guide, feature
descriptions, FAQs and Our Customer Terms.

Telstra Global account holders
For sales and account set-up enquiries, contact your Telstra Global representative or visit the Telstra Global
Cloud Sight page.
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Telstra Cloud Sight currently offers two tiers of features:
1. Essential – the essential features cover budget, resource scheduling and tagging
2. Compliance – this includes the compliance feature in addition to all of the features offered in the
essential tier.
Fees for both these tiers will be calculated monthly, based on a percentag e of what you’ve spent on your
cloud accounts. Fees will also depend on whether you’ve purchased your cloud account through Telstra or
another provider.

Monthly fees
Tier

Fees
Cloud account purchased through
Telstra

Cloud account purchased through
other provider

Essential

0% of cloud spend

2% of cloud spend

Compliance

5% of cloud spend

5% of spend

Please note there are some Telstra Cloud Sight features that need additional set up on eligible cloud services. For
this reason you may incur additional charges on your eligible cloud service when you add the following features on
Telstra Cloud Sight:






Deploy a compliance blueprint
Compliance alarming
Resource scheduling
Resource tagging

Calculation of cloud spend
We calculate “cloud spend” using monthly cost figures reported by the Telstra Cloud Management Platform
(CMP). See our CMP page for more details.
The cloud spend may differ from the charges on your bill for the following reasons:
 AWS passes estimated charges to the Cloud Management Platform before providing confirmed charges
 AWS Enterprise Discounts are not yet supported; and
 Certain types of refunds/discounts are not reflected in AWS data in certain cases.

As noted above, pricing is modular and applied to each cloud account based on the tier selected.
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